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Scaling up the circular economy from front-runners to the mainstream economic 

players will make a decisive contribution to achieving climate neutrality by 2050 and 

decoupling economic growth from resource use, while ensuring the long-term 

competitiveness of the EU and leaving no one behind.

“ 

European Commission

A new Circular Economy Action Plan (03/2020, p. 3)



The European School of Sustainability

Science and Research  (ESSSR)
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ESSSR: Established in 2017, affiliated with the Hamburg University of Applied Sciences

Vision: An inter-university consortium with more than 50 universities in 21 EU member states that share an interest

on sustainability science and on matters related to sustainable development.

Mission: To provide a framework upon which teaching + research within the remit of sustainability science may be further 

developed at European universities through (1) joint, digitally-oriented teaching programmes, (2) research 

projects, (3) PhD training and (4) quality scientific publications in high calibre journals.
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ESSSR: Ongoing Green Deal Calls

1st application: Call: Towards Climate-Neutral and Socially Innovative Cities

Type of action: RIA Research and Innovation (100% funding, ID: LC-GD-1-2-2020) 

2nd application Call: Enabling citizens to act on climate change and environmental protection through education, citizen science, 
observation initiatives and civic involvement

Type of action: Research and Innovation Action (100% funding; ID: LC-GD-10-3-2020) 

3rd application: Call: Restoring biodiversity and ecosystem services

Type of action. Innovation Action (100% funding, ID: LC-GD-7-1-2020)

The European School of Sustainability 

Science and Research  (ESSSR)



Our Services

Focus: Resource-efficient and 

low-carbon economy

Volume: EUR 3.4 bn

Focus: Low-carbon

technologies, CCS, etc. 

Volume: EUR 10 bn

Focus: Research & Development 

& Innovation

Volume: EUR 100 bn

Focus: Carbon neutrality, 

circular economy, biodiversity

Volume: EUR 1 bn

Focus: Sustainable feedstock, 

biorefinieries, bio-based

products

Volume: EUR 3.7 bn

Our highly motivated team

We offer 360° support for any funding/ finance and partnering

ambitions relating to your innovation and sustainability projects

and business modelling activities. 

Examples from our project portfolio

Global Climate Finance and Funding & Sustainability Services

Frank Burkert

EY Partner

Tanja Mißfeld

EY Associate Partner

Since 2014, our team has secured more than EUR 2.6 bn in funding for R&D and innovation activities of 

our clients.

Horizon Europe Green Deal calls BBI JU calls LIFE Innovation Fund

Your idea for a 
Sustainable

project

Finance and 
funding

Collaboration

Tax and
incentives

Supply 
chain 

traceability

Carbon 
neutral 
footprint

Circular 
business 
models

Sustainable
sourcing

Workforce 
reimagined



An outlook on the topics of our upcoming sessions:

Sustainable urban mobility Sustainability through climate protection innovationsESG Investing

Prof. Dr. Walter Leal 

Director, Sustainability and Climate Change Management Research and 

Transfer Centre (FTZ NK)

walter.leal2@haw-hamburg.de

Franziska Wolf
Senior Project Manager and Deputy Head, Sustainability and Climate Change 

Management Research and Transfer Centre (FTZ NK)

franziska.wolf@haw-hamburg.de

Your ESSSR contacts at HAW Hamburg

Frank Burkert, LL.M. 

Partner I Dipl.- Volkswirt I Dipl.- Kaufmann | Master of IP Law and Management | 

Global Co-Leader I Global Incentives, Innovation and Location Services I Global 

Climate Finance and Funding & Sustainability Services, ETC

frank.burkert@de.ey.com

Tanja Mißfeld  
Associate Partner | Global Incentives, Innovation and Location Services I Global 

Climate Finance and Funding & Sustainability Services, ETC

tanja.missfeld@de.ey.com 

Your Climate & Sustainability Services contacts at EY

You are cordially invited to our next HAMBURG SUSTAINABILITY SESSION!



EY | Assurance | Tax | Strategy and Transactions | Consulting

About the global EY organization

The global EY organization is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. We leverage our

experience, knowledge and services to help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in

economies the world over. We are ideally equipped for this task — with well trained employees, strong

teams, excellent services and outstanding client relations. Our global purpose is to drive progress and make

a difference by building a better working world — for our people, for our clients and for our communities.

The global EY organization refers to all member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited (EYG). Each EYG

member firm is a separate legal entity and has no liability for another such entity’s acts or omissions. Ernst &

Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information

about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data

protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. For more information about our organization, please

visit ey.com.

In Germany, EY has 20 locations. In this publication, “EY” and “we” refer to all German member firms of Ernst

& Young Global Limited.

© 2020 Ernst & Young GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

All Rights Reserved.
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This presentation contains information in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only. Although prepared with

utmost care this presentation is not intended to be a substitute for detailed research or the exercise of professional judgment.

Therefore no liability for correctness, completeness and/or currentness will be assumed. It is solely the responsibility of the readers

to decide whether and in what form the information made available is relevant for their purposes. Neither Ernst & Young GmbH

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft nor any other member of the global EY organization can accept any responsibility. On any specific

matter, reference should be made to the appropriate advisor.

ey.com/de

University of Applied Sciences Hamburg | Research and Transfer Centre

Sustainability and Climate Change management (FTZ-NK) | European School of

Sustainability Science and Research (ESSSR)

About the Research and Transfer Centre Sustainability and Climate Change Management (FTZ-NK)

The main objective of the FTZ-NK is to support fundamental and applied research on sustainable

development and climate issues, especially by conducting practice-oriented research projects.

Its central tasks are the implementation of interdisciplinary research projects in the field of sustainable

development and climate change, also including health aspects, the Strengthening international cooperation

and supporting the establishment of networks; organization of conferences, symposia and further training

programs; Application and adaptation of research & development results to other regions and countries;

Promotion of the next generations of scientists by supervising Masters and PhD theses on sustainable

development and climate change issues.

For further information about the FTZ-NK please visit:

https://www.haw-hamburg.de/en/ftz-nk/about-us/

About ESSSR

ESSSR is an inter-university consortium composed by members which share an interest on sustainability

science and on matters related to sustainable development. It is a key organization, filling in a gap in

respect of the coordination of sustainability science teaching and research at European universities seen

today.

For further information about the ESSSR please visit:

https://esssr.eu/




